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EDUCATION 

2014 - Present Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours) 2018, Queen's School of Computing 

 Recipient of the Queen's University Excellence Scholarship with entrance average of 92.8% 

RELEVENT EXPERIENCE 

2015 - Present Application Developer, Twelv  

 Work in a team of three developers to develop a social media application 

 Complete programming on the android side of the application using Java language, primarily 
working on the client-side 

 Released an alpha version of the application in January and currently working to release beta 
within the upcoming month 

Summer 2015 Construction Worker, Delton Inc 

 Operated forklifts to transport materials and equipment, and used hand tools to cut and shape 
materials as per instructions from supervisor  

 Dug trenches, poured concrete, and filled potholes to facilitate the construction process 

 Worked over 50-hour weeks with minimal supervision and learned to operate heavy machinery 
in a short timespan 

2013 - 2015 Software Tester and Quality Assurance, PYX Software Services 

 Found and documented 400+ software defects and reported weekly findings of bugs involving 
program functionality, output, online screen, and content to software developers 

 Demonstrated a systematic and detail-oriented approach to tasks while adhering to compressed 
timelines and deadlines 

Summer 2014 Construction Worker, DSG 

 Worked in a team of three to complete various interior work; including tiles, drywall, painting, 
framing, and installations 

 Operated forklifts to transport materials and equipment, and used hand tools to cut and shape 
materials as per instructions from supervisor 

 Labour was team-intensive, working over 30-hour weeks 

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

2012 - 2014 President, Computer Science Club, Cardinal Carter Secondary School 

 Founded and led the school’s first computer science club 

 Organized and led weekly training sessions during which students learned how to program in 
various languages; including Java, Python, and CSS 

 Planned and supervised competitions for qualifying members to attend hackathons across 
Ontario 

2013 - 2014 Member, Knights of Columbus 

 Worked along-side fellow team members to organize and run charity events 

 Corresponded with various local and global businesses, obtaining over $20,000 in sponsorships 

 Assisted the logistics team in creating and following a comprehensive projected budget 

ADDITIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND INVOLVEMENT 

 Experience in Java, C, JavaScript, PHP, HTML, CSS, and MySQL 

 Participated in Queen’s University coding competitions called Coding Jam and College Cup 

 Played competitive hockey at a provincial level for 10 consecutive years 
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